
ABSTRACT: 
Recently there have been quite a number of Finishing Products that have hit the marketplace.  Most promise more
overall density  or weight. . .Some promise more flavor and fragrance to your fruit and flowers.  Here are four of our
favorites which, when used as directed,  will provide ALL of the ABOVE.

Finishing Product Favorites
Grand Finale -  Add to Reservoir (or water container) solution at rate of 2-4 tsp./Gallon (20mL/Gallon) - Final 2 weeks.

Briximus Maximus -Use as Foliar only. Mix 1-1.5tsp/Quart (5-10mL/Quart). Spray Plants once week 7. Again week 8.

Final Bloom - Add to Reservoir (or water container) solution at rate of 1 tsp / Gallon (5mL/Gallon) - Final 2 weeks.

Purple Maxx - Add to Reservoir (or water container) solution at rate of 1 tsp / Gallon (5mL/Gallon) - Final 2 weeks.

USHERING IN THE GRAND FINALE
Finishing - Ripening Products

Purple Maxx - This product has been in development for two years under the name of
STACKER. After discovered a combo of organic compounds that would encourage plants to
“stack” their flowering / fruiting sites closer together, increase resin / sugar production and
fruit / flower size and stimulate extreme crystal development. After Stacker,  it took on the
name Snow Storm. . .Finally Snow Storm became Purple Maxx. You still get all the yield
enhancing stacking power,  and the extreme oil/resin/sugar production and (if in your genet-
ics) you get purple colorization.  Use as Foliar Spray from wk 3 - 8 of Bloom (2mL per
Gallon - Just DUST leaves lightly!).  For last1-2 weeks use in the reservoir at 5mL per Gallon!

Grand Finale - This is a new One-Part Finishing forumla from the makers of the  Earth Juice
line of organic fertilizers. Start using Grand Finale 14-21 Days prior to harvest, in place of
your regular nutrient. It is a stand alone One-Part fertilizer (NPK 0-6-4.)   Grand Finale
causes yellowing,  (pulling out reds, and purples as well) and dropping of leaves - Leaving
you with a cleaner end product with less green leafy taste to it. We feel this is one of the
best,  if not THE BEST finishers on the market. Firm fruit, with great aroma. Derived from
Molasses,Marinbird Fossilized Guano,Phosphoric Acid,Bat Guano and Potassium Sulfate.  

Final Bloom - This is an Organic stimulant consisting of organics phytohormones, fulvic
acid, vitamins and amino acids. Use Final Bloom in the last two weeks of the flowering
cycle just prior to harvest. Final Bloom will increase yield, improve sugar / resin produc-
tion,  increase overall aroma, and create very dense fruit structure.  It will really tighten
up your flowers / fruit clusters and add to the overall quality.  We have had customers that
have come in saying that 2-3 days after adding this product that their plants had just fall-
en over due to the sheer weight of the fruit. If looking for final density or bulk, this is it.

Briximus Maximus - This is a finishing foliar spray designed for determinate flowering and
fruiting plant's final phase of production. Use in conjunction with Sugar Peak Grand Finale.
Briximus Maximus should cause a loss of chorophyll in foliage,  which in turn will turn your
leaves yellow,  red,  and sometimes purple. In essence,  this is creating a Fall/Winter sea-
sonal effect in your plants causing them to ripen and finish. Both of these formulas used
together will encourage enhancing the plant's uptake and transportation of sweetening and
yield increasing agents.  Use at 1/4 to 1/2 strength!



How to ammend your existing nutrient recipe to include these new finishing products
All four of these products can be used together or alone. It is very important that you follow these steps (in this order)
when adding anything to your reservoir solution (nutrients,  additives,  etc.) Please note: whenever you add anything
to a reservoir solution make sure that you adjust the pH last. Even if you just add water to a reservoir solution you
still need to pH.  There are exceptions to this order and will be indicated on a product label or set of instructions.

1. Start Out with Purified (Reverse Osmosis) Water. We recommend a UV filter be employed on any incoming water 
into your reservoir.  This insures that the starting water is pathogen free.

2. Add MagiCal up to 50-100 ppms.  (Since you are in the last two weeks.)
3. Add additives, one at a time, stirring well in between  This includes anything that is not your main Nutrient. 

(Please note: everything on this list is an additive except for Grand Finale - which for  these purposes is a Nutrient 
and should be added during step 5.) Add any of your normal additives as well. There is NO NEED to add any sweet-
ner additives (such as Sweetleaf, Sweet, or SugarDaddy) when using Grand Finale.

4. Test ppms and see where you are at. You should only be at 37% (or just over 1/3) of overall desired ppms.  (Ex. 
Since this is starting week 7 your ppms should be rather low (between 8-1100) and your overall additives should 
not be over 3-400 ppms.   

5. Add Grand Finale up to desired ppms. Do NOT add normal base nutrient (Examples of main nutrient:  PureBlend 
Pro,  Flora Nova,  SensiBloom or Grow,  Connoisseur,  Any 3-Part Nutrient,  etc.)  Continue adding Grand Finale until 
desired TDS  is reached.  (Ex.  As in the previous example from step 3. the ppms after adding the additves were 
at 3-400. The desired ppms for  that week are1000 ppms.  We now add 6-700 ppms of Grand Finale to the solu
tion. CALL WITH QUESTIONS!

6. Adjust the pH of the Reservoir Solution.

A Note on the Final Week (FLUSHING)
During the final week,  traditionally it has been deemed important to add NO nutrient.  Some growers do not even
add any additives.  We have found that organic additives like the ones listed on this Info Sheet do NOT affect flavor
in a negative way. . .even in the Final week’s Flushing.  Grand Finale, and Briximus Maximus will only increase the fla-
vor in your fruit / flowers. If you are still nervous about adding all of these aditives in the final week,  the only one to
cut out would be the Nutrient - Grand Finale.  (We feel that it only adds to the overall flavor of the final product.) You
would then run all other additives as normal and then just not use Grand Finale.  Another option is to run a Flush at
the beginning of your Final Week and then re-up with all the additives from this Info Sheet.  After four days,  switch
out your reservoir to only purified water and a Flushing Agent such as Final Phase. Flush with Final Phase until your
plants have fully ripened and are ready for harvesting.

FEEL FREE TO CALL WITH ANY QUESTIONS!
Although most of this info to us seems like it is fairly straight forward and easy to digest and incorporate into any
working Nutrient Schedule,  we found this to not always be the case.  If you are experienceing any technical diffi-
culties,  or have a question about the additives you are currently using and how they will work (or will not work) with
some  of (or all of) the additives on this sheet,  please don’t hesitate to ask.  You will find us more than happy to
assist you with any of your growing needs.


